The 9th JRC workshop on Energy Efficiency Policies
Kiev 5-7 July 2011
Hotel President

Draft Workshop Agenda

5 July 2011

13:30 Registration

Session 1: Energy Efficiency Policies
14:00 Welcome by the EU Delegation in Kiev

14:30 Welcome from the European Commission, introduction to the workshop, and overview of most recent energy efficiency research at the JRC.
Paoilo BERTOLDI, European Commission Joint Research Centre, Institute for Energy

15:00 Overview of energy efficiency policies and measures in Ukraine
Representative of Ukrainian Energy Agency

15:30 Energy efficiency in the EU - Targets and tools: the new Energy Efficiency Plan and the initiative for new legislation
Roderic VAN VOORST, European Commission DG ENER

16:00 Energy Efficiency in the Building Sector and its contribution to Climate Change Mitigation
Niclas SVENNINGSEN, United Nations Environment Programme

16:30 Coffee Break

17:00 EBRD programme to develop energy performance contracting in the region
Peter HOBSON, EBRD

17:30 The new initiative of Global Energy Efficiency 21 (GEE21): recent developments and specific opportunities for energy efficiency investments
Oleg DZIOUBINSKI, UN ECE

18:00 End of Day one
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Session 2: Energy Efficiency in buildings: National Policies, ESCOs and Financing

Session Chair:

09:00 UNDP Experiences in Implementing EE & RE Projects in the Region: Overview and Lessons Learned
John O'BRIEN, UNDP

09:30 How Policies and Awareness Lead to Successful Energy Efficiency Investment Projects in Ukraine
Brian CASTELLI, Alliance to Save Energy, USA

10:00 Energy Efficiency policies and financing opportunities in the Energy Community
Borko RAICEVIC, Energy Community

10:30 Coffee Break

11:00 Development and Implementation of National Energy Efficiency Plans
Benigna BOZA KISS

11:30 Public-private partnerships in energy efficiency finance - examples and lessons learned
Lisa RYAN, International Energy Agency

12.00 The INOGATE project "Energy Saving Initiative in the Building Sector in Eastern Europe and the Central Asian Countries (ESIB)"
Jean-Jacques DAUTET

12.30 Title to be confirmed
Bogan ATANASIU, BPIE

13.00 Lunch Break

14:00 The use of ESCO in the social housing sector.
Dominique DUJOLS, CECODHAS Housing Europe and l'Union sociale pour l'habitat, France

14:30 Problems and tendencies of financing ESCO building retrofit projects in Hungary
Jorge Enrique GROesser LAGOS, Energosys Zrt. Closed Corporation, Hungary

15.00 UNDP project ESCOs in Rivne
Natalia OLSHANKA, UNDP

15:30 Energy Efficiency Policies in FYROM
Konstantin DIMITROV, MACEF - Macedonian Centre for Energy Efficiency, FYROM
16:00 Coffee Break

16.30 Energy Efficiency Policy and Practice in the Republic of Belarus
Alexandre GREBENKOV, UNDP/GEF project “Removing barriers to energy efficiency improvements in the state sector in Belarus”

17.00 Energy Efficiency Policies in Croatia
Julije DOMAC, REGAE, Croatia

17.30 Financing of renovation of buildings and municipal heat supply systems in Ukraine
Vasily STEPANENKO, ESCO “Ecological Systems”, Ukraine

18.00 Coordination of interactions between participants of energy efficiency projects financing as an instrument for effective energy efficiency policy
Alexander NOVOSELTSEV, Ukraine

7 July 2011

Session 3: Financing Energy Efficiency and Energy Efficiency Policies

Session Chair:

09:00 Title to be confirmed
Peter JOHANSEN, WORLD BANK [to be confirmed]

09:30 Title to be confirmed
Tore EMANUELSSON, EIB

10:00 Residential Energy Efficiency Financing in Ukraine: Barriers and Opportunities
Grzegorz GAJDA, Project Manager, IFC

10:30 Coffee Break

11:00 Overview of financing tools for energy efficiency
Jacek KOSTRZEWA, GreenMax Capital Advisors, Poland

11:30 GfK latest report on appliance efficiency in Europe, Russia and Ukraine
Oksana SHVEDYUK, GfK, Ukraine

12.00 Policies and measures stimulating the implementation of energy efficiency standards and labels in the Russian Federation
Gennady SMAGA, UNDP Project, Russia (to be confirmed)

12:30 End of the workshop